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Abstra t.
In re ent years, Bayesian probability theory has been used in a number
of experiments to fold un ertainties and interdependen ies in the diagnosti data
and forward models, and together with prior knowledge of the state of the plasma,
thus in rease a ura y of inferred physi s variables. Key developments in lude the
appli ation to urrent and ux surfa e tomography, ee tive harge, the ele tron energy
distribution fun tion, neutron spe trometry, and density. Virtual observations have
also been introdu ed to better onstrain inferred quantities in urrent tomography.
In this work we present Bayesian inferen e results of toroidal and poloidal urrent
and ux surfa e tomography. While the un ertainty in these proles, as well as the
un ertainty in inferred parameters su h as the safety fa tor prole is small (<5%),
the inferen e an hange substantially depending on the physi s model used. We
also present Bayesian inferen e results for Thomson S attering and harge ex hange
re ombination spe tros opy. In separate work we have omputed radial for e balan e
omponents on the midplane in the Mega Ampére Spheri al Tokamak. Our aim has
been to establish a validation framework for dierent equilibrium physi s models. We
nd that in the overlapping region of the ore (normalised poloidal ux less than 0.4)
and motional Stark ee t (MSE) hords, the plasma is onsistent with stati GradShafranov for e balan e to within two standard deviations. In the outboard edge
region, where MSE data is also available, the pressure gradient ex eeds the Lorentz
for e. Most likely, this is be ause the poloidal urrent is not onstrained to zero at
the plasma edge. To lowest order, the results suggest omputing omponents of for e
balan e are useful to assess data- onsisten y, independent to any equilibrium solution.
Future work will fo us on redu ing the un ertainty to validate models with rotation
and energeti parti le pressure and anisotropy, and establish the viability of inferring
these physi s terms by adding a suitable for e balan e onstraint.

PACS numbers: 52.55.-s,52.55.Fa,
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1. Introdu tion

Due prin ipally to neutral beam heating, several tokamak experiments now boast plasma
toroidal rotation speeds that approa h the thermal Ma h speed and have signi ant
stored energy (25% of total stored energy [1℄) residing in the energeti parti le population
produ ed by

harge ex hange with thermals. Momentum inje tion from neutral beams

an result in

entral toroidal rotation frequen ies up to 37 kHz [2℄, and poloidal rotation
−1
[3℄, and re ent studies in MAST suggest that the beam
up to speeds of 80 km s
inje ted anisotropy is as mu h as
modify the plasma

p⊥ /pk = 1.7.

[4℄ These additional physi s ae ts

onguration.

A parallel development has been the improvement in the diversity, a
resolution of plasma diagnosti s.

Jφ

For example, inferen e of the toroidal

of energeti

ψa

parti le

ross the plasma. A se ond example, more pertinent to the theme

orre tions, is that the energeti

parti le pressure and anisotropy is

omputed by a Monte Carlo orbit simulation,

omputed assuming a pres ribed

equilibrium. At present, there are no diagnosti s available to measure energeti
pressure and anisotropy, so the

parti le loss dete tor).

progressively

parti le

onrmation of their existen e is indire t through

measuring their impa t on equilibrium self- onsisten y and parti le
energeti

urrent

from line of sight measurements of the polarization angle requires a knowledge

of the poloidal ux

normally

ura y and

Often however, interpretation requires a detailed

knowledge of the plasma equilibrium.
prole

an

onnement (e.g.

The former is often iterative, with the equilibrium

orre ted to in lude new physi s. [1℄

Combined, the improvements in plasma performan e, in reased diagnosti diversity,
additional diagnosti

ross-dependen y and model inter-dependen y suggests the need

for an inferen e framework whi h formally
the plasma parameters
equilibrium model.

I,

aptures un ertainties in the data

the forward model for the diagnosti

D|I,

D,

and the global

Su h a framework should be able to verify dierent equilibrium

des riptions, and oer the possibility to infer otherwise di ult to diagnose properties,
su h as the energeti

parti le pressure.

The Bayesian approa h to inferen e in fusion plasmas, developed by multiple
authors, [5, 6, 7, 8℄ involves the spe i ation of an initial prior probability distribution
fun tion (pdf ),

P (I), whi

h is then updated by taking into a

measurements provide through the likelihood pdf
distribution

P (I|D)

P (D|I).

ount information that the
The result is the posterior

given by Bayes formula

P (I|D) = P (D|I)P (I)/P (D).

(1)

The advantage of the Bayesian approa h over traditional inversion te hniques is two-fold:
(i) prior knowledge, in luding known parameter inter-dependen ies is made expli it,
and (ii) as the formulation is probabilisti , random errors, systemati

un ertainties and

instrumental bias are integral part of the analysis rather than an afterthought.

We

have implemented Bayesian inversion using the MINERVA framework. [9℄ Within this
framework, probabilisti

graphi al models are used to proje t the dependen e of the
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posterior distribution fun tion on the prior, the data, and the likelihood. An advantage
of this approa h is that it visualises the

omplex interdependen y between data and

model, and thus expedites model development.
In previous work we have reported on development of MINERVA for toroidal urrent
tomography in MAST, folding together the va uum toroidal eld, pi kup

oil data,

ux loops, and the polarisation angle of emitted light from neutrally ex ited spe ies
during neutral beam inje tion due to the Motional Stark Ee t.

[10℄ One valuable

pie e of information poloidal ux inferen e provides is the safety fa tor or
and its asso iated un ertainty. To date, we have
a

ount for poloidal urrents by using the stati

q

prole

orre ted the va uum toroidal eld to

Grad-Shafranov equation as an external

onstraint, folding in measurements of the toroidal urrent density and pressure gradient
modelled outside of MINERVA [10, 11℄, and inferring the toroidal magneti ux fun tion.
Those works showed that the in lusion of a poloidal
a 5% in rease in
diamagneti

q

on axis, and a 5% de rease in

q

urrent model for MAST yielded
at the edge.

The in lusion of a

loop in the MINERVA framework, together with a toroidal ux fun tion

model, enabled the extra tion of poloidal urrents within the MINERVA framework [12℄.
In other work, we have shown how Tikhono regularisation
ross-validation

an be

ombined with diagnosti

ombined to form a new te hnique, Tikhono Cross-Validation,

used to remove faulty diagnosti s. [13℄
In 2010 we have implemented a toroidal ux fun tion, developed Bayesian inferen e
models for ele tron temperature and pressure from Thomson s attering (TS) data, and
developed Bayesian inferen e models for ion temperature and ion ow proles parallel to
neutral beam lines of sight using
data.

harge ex hange re ombination spe tros opy (CXRS)

In this work we publish rst results on modelling both poloidal and toroidal

urrents in MAST within a Bayesian inferen e framework, and present rst results on
the modelling and Bayesian inferen e of ele tron temperature

ne

from TS data, as well as ion temperature

Ti

Te

and ele tron density

and ion ow velo ity

vi

from

harge

ex hange re ombination spe tros opy. In separate working, using analysed temperature
and density data, we

ompute for e balan e

ontributions

J×B, ∇P , and ρ(v ·∇)v, and

their un ertainty, a ross the midplane. The purpose of these

al ulations is to establish

a validation te hnique to distinguish between more sophisti ated equilibrium models,
whi h

apture ow, anisotropy, and multiple-spe ies.

2. Bayesian

urrent tomography in MAST

Our development of Bayesian inferen e of the
et al [10℄,

urrent prole on MAST, detailed in Hole

losely follows the seminal work of Svensson and Werner. [14℄ In that work,

the plasma was represented as a grid of toroidal axis-symmetri
with re tangular

ross-se tion and ea h beam

arrying a uniform

urrent beams, ea h
urrent density.

In

MAST, we have pla ed these beams so as to ll-out the entire plasma volume, in luding
regions outside the last
magneti

losed ux surfa e up to the va uum poloidal eld

eld generated is then a summation of Biot-Savart's law over

oils. The

urrent beams.
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Here, we build on the results of Hole et al [11℄, who showed

q

and

proles

omputed using MINERVA for dis harge #22254. Spe i ally, we have

implemented a poloidal
fun tion satises

urrent model via a toroidal ux fun tion

∇·J=0

due to the ow of energeti

∇ · B = 0,

and

f (ψ) = RBφ .

This

but disallows radial

urrents that may arise

f (ψ)

is represented by linear

parti les. [15℄ The fun tion

interpolation of a set of free parameters
the magneti

urrent tomography

fi distributed uniformly in poloidal ux between

axis and separatrix.

Figure 1 shows the toroidal

urrent beam and poloidal ux surfa es from MAST

dis harge #24600 at 280 ms using pi kup
and Rogowski

oils, ux loops, motional Stark ee t (MSE)

oil data. Dis harge #24600 was a deuterium plasma in a double-null

onguration, whi h was heated with 3 MW of neutral beam heating and a plasma

Ip = 0.8

urrent of
TS time

MA. The time of 280 ms analyzed here is the high-resolution

losest to the peak

inferred toroidal

βN .

Detailed inspe tion of Fig.

urrent beams, reveals that

on the midplane adja ent to the magneti
that 3.6% of the
ontour plot of

distribution of toroidal

whi h is

urrents were peaked at 0.5 m and 1.1 m

axis. A sum over the toroidal

urrent lies outside the last

ψ(R, Z),

1(a), whi h shows the

urrents reveals

losed ux surfa e. Figure 1(b) shows a

al ulated from the maximum of the posterior of the

urrent beams, and Fig. 1( ) shows a sele tion of ux surfa es

and their un ertainty. In Bayesian inferen e, the un ertainty in an inferred parameter
is

omputed by sampling dierent realizations from the (generally not analyti ally

tra table) posterior. Overlaid on all
se tions and
last

ondu ting surfa e

losed ux surfa e

EFIT last

ontours are tra es of the poloidal eld

oil

ross

ross se tions for the MAST experiment, as well as the

al ulated from the plasma beam model and the

orresponding

losed ux surfa es.

Figure 2 shows the MINERVA inferred safety fa tor or

q

prole as a fun tion of

normalised ux and the toroidal ux fun tion a ross the midplane, for models with
and without a poloidal

urrent. For ea h model both the expe tation and un ertainty

are shown, with the latter representing one standard deviation either side of the
expe tation. In the absen e of a poloidal
toroidal ux fun tion

q

point, at

poloidal

ψn ≈ 0.4,

prole is monotoni , and the
The presen e of poloidal

ore safety fa tor and a de rease in

prole be omes reverse shear.

to paramagneti

q

onstant, taking the va uum value.

urrents results in a in reased
indeed, the

urrent the

urrents in the

orresponds to the

This in reased

q

in the outer region:

ore safety fa tor is due

ore, whi h strengthen

Bφ .

rossing of the poloidal- urrent-modied toroidal

ux with the va uum toroidal ux fun tion, and in the outer region
of a

The zero shear

q

is below that

onstant toroidal ux fun tion. Inspe tion of soft X-ray data shows no eviden e

of sawtooth a tivity throughout the dis harge, and at 280ms there is no eviden e of
MHD a tivity, thereby oering no information to
(i) demonstrate small un ertainty (e.g.

≈ 5%

orroborate either model. Our results:
for

q)

per parti ular physi s model,

and (ii) illustrate the model dependen e of prole results, and qualify that the quoted
un ertainty relates to a parti ular model, and do not

apture the un ertainty due to

dierent models. Despite the limitations, this is the rst time

q prole un

ertainties have
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been self- onsistently
urrents.

omputed probabilisti ally allowing for both toroidal and poloidal

We are presently developing a Bayesian framework whi h employs for e

balan e as a

onstraint, but provides a statisti al

onden e measure to dierentiate

between dierent models.
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Toroidal urrent beams and poloidal ux surfa es inferred for MAST
dis harge #24600 at 280ms using pi kup oils, ux loops and MSE. The gure
shows the maximum of the posterior distribution fun tion for (a) the toroidal
urrent and (b) the ux surfa es, while gure ( ) shows a sele tion of ux
surfa es and their un ertainty. In all gures the solid bars represent pi k up
oils, in gure (b) the solid bla k and magenta lines are the EFIT and Bayesianinferred last losed ux, and in gure ( ) the ross-hairs denote the position of
the MSE hords and ux loops.
Figure 1.

3. Thomson S attering and Charge Ex hange Re ombination Spe tros opy

We have implemented Bayesian inferen e for the Thomson s attering diagnosti
harge ex hange re ombination spe tros opy.

and

The forward model for TS is based on

S annell [16℄ and S annell et al [17, 18℄. Other analyses of TS using Bayesian probability
in lude Millar et al [19℄, Fis her et al [20℄ and Ford et al [21℄. We have also implemented
Bayesian inferen e for the Charge Ex hange Re ombination diagnosti .

The forward

model is based on the work of Wisse [22℄.
Figure 3 shows a Bayesian inferen e for the expe tation of ele tron density
and temperature

Te ,

together with Bayesian inferen e of the most probable

ne

harge-

ex hange emission intensity, ion temperature and ion ow speed parallel to line of
sight at interse tion with neutral beam.

For the CXRS inferen e in this dis harge,

ba kground spe tra are treated as nuisan e parameters whose

onstru tion is based on

a linear interpolation between the south west neutral beam lines-of-sight and passive
lines-of-sight. These parameterised ba kground spe tra are subtra ted from the a tive

q
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Figure 2. Proles of (a) safety fa tor q prole as a fun tion of normalized poloidal
ux, and (b) toroidal ux fun tion a ross the midplane for dis harge #24600 at 320ms.
The poloidal ux is normalized su h that ψn = 0 is the magneti axis and ψn = 1 is the
edge. In both gures the dashed line represents the solution without poloidal urrents.

spe tra during the CXRS forward modelling pro edure to yield proles, whi h have
a dire t

orresponden e to

Ti

and ion ow proles parallel to the a tive line of sight.

A sampling analysis of these results, whi h will yield un ertainty estimates, will be
presented elsewhere.
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Bayesian inferen e of ele tron density and temperature (bla k) from
Thomson s attering, and ion temperature and ow velo ity ( yan) from harge
ex hange re ombination spe tros opy: both are for dis harge #24600 at 280ms.
Figure (a) shows ne , (b) Te and Ti and ( ) ion velo ity. In (a), the verti al lines
at the top of the gure denote the radial position of the TS hords (bla k) and
CXRS hords ( yan).
Figure 3.
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4. Bayesian for e balan e

In separate
balan e

al ulations we have used the Bayesian framework to

ontributions

midplane. In the

J × B, ∇P ,

ylindri al

ρ(v · ∇)v and their un ertainty,
system R, φ, Z , the omponents are

and

oordinate

a ross the
thus

J × B · eR

= Jφ Bz − Bφ Jz

(2)

∇P · eR

= ∂P/∂R

(3)

ρ(v · ∇)v · eR = −

ρvφ2 /R

eR the R unit ve tor, and the eld
f (ψ)/R. For the velo ity ve tor eld we

(4)

have

al ulations the same toroidal

3, with poloidal

∂ψ
∂ψ
BR = − R1 ∂Z
and Bφ =
, BZ = R1 ∂R
assumed ∂vr /∂r = ∂vr /∂φ = ∂vr /∂z = 0.

omponents

with

In these

ompute radial for e

urrent-beam model is used as in Se . 2 and

urrents modelled by tting for a toroidal ux fun tion

Unlike the analysis of Se .

f (ψ) = RBφ .

3, ele tron temperature and density, and its un ertainty,

is taken from analysed TS data. Also, the toroidal ow velo ity, ion temperature and
density is taken from analysed
total pressure is

harge ex hange re ombination spe tros opy data. The

omputed by summing the ion and ele tron partial pressures. Finally,

while no equilibrium model has been assumed, some information about ux surfa e
dependen y with rotation has been used to better

onstrain the position of ux surfa es.

Spe i ally, we have assumed that the toroidal angular rotation velo ity

vφ = Ω(ψ)R, with Ω(ψ), the toroidal angular frequen
ignores the

y, a fun tion of poloidal ux. This

ontribution of poloidal ow. [23℄

Figure 4 shows the

al ulation of the for e balan e terms a ross the midplane for

dis harge #24600 at 380 ms.
and so model-data

0.6 < R < 1.2,
deviations.

an be written

MSE data is available in the region

0.7 < R < 1.5,

omparison is only meaningful over this range. Within the region

J × B term and ∇p is within two standard
(0.89 < R < 1.10), the Lorentz for e ex eeds the sum of

agreement between the

In the

ore

thermal pressure and inertial terms by two standard deviations. Either side of the
regions of in reased un ertainty exist.

Combined, these may be

ore,

onsistent with the

absen e of energeti -parti les in this model, whi h normally produ e a pressure prole
more lo alised than the thermal spe ies.

A mu h larger and statisti ally signi ant

un ertainty exists at the outboard edges. It is likely these arise be ause the
not

urrents are

onstrained to zero at the plasma edge.

5. Con lusions

We have developed Bayesian inferen e for

urrent tomography

omprising toroidal

urrent beams and a toroidal ux fun tion, thus modelling poloidal urrents. The model
is

onstrained by magneti

pi k-up

oils, ux loops, MSE data, and the total plasma

urrent. These are rst results on the use of Bayesian inferen e to

ompute poloidal and

toroidal urrents within a probabilisti framework. A feature of the Bayesian approa h is
the generation of pdfs of inferred quantities (su h as the safety fa tor

q ) from whi

h the

8
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Figure 4. Radial for e balan e terms and their un ertainty a ross the midplane hord
of MAST #24600 at 320ms. Figure (a) shows elements of J×B, (b) shows ∇P and
mass ow term, and ( ) shows residual for e.

un ertainty

an be inferred. Our results (i) demonstrate small un ertainty in inferred

parameters (e.g.

≈ 5%

for

q)

per parti ular physi s model, and (ii) illustrate the

model dependen e of prole results, and qualify that the quoted un ertainty relates
to a parti ular model, and does not

apture the un ertainty due to dierent models.

We have also developed Bayesian inferen e for Thomson s attering and

harge ex hange

re ombination spe tros opy data.
In separate work we have

omputed radial for e balan e terms a ross the midplane.

Our purpose has been to develop an equilibrium validation framework to

ompare and

ontrast dierent equilibrium models. We nd that in the region where MSE data is
available, that although Grad-Shafranov is a reasonable model for the plasma, weak
eviden e exists for the presen e of beam produ ed energeti
our results suggest

omputing

To lowest order,

omponents of for e balan e are useful to assess data-

onsisten y, independent to any equilibrium solution.
Bayesian framework whi h employs for e balan e as a
tisti al

ions.

We are presently developing a
onstraint, but provides a sta-

onden e measure to dierentiate between dierent models. Future work will

fo us on redu ing the un ertainty to validate models with rotation and energeti

parti le

pressure and anisotropy, and establish the viability of inferring these physi s terms by
adding a suitable for e balan e

onstraint.
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